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Vertex Acquires Edge Computing
Company Tellutax to Extend its Global
Leadership in Tax Technology
Tax technology and services provider Vertex, Inc., has announced that it has acquired
Tellutax, a Portland-based edge computing technology startup. Financial terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.

Jan. 26, 2021

Tax technology and services provider Vertex, Inc., has announced that it has acquired
Tellutax, a Portland-based edge computing technology startup. Financial terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.

Tellutax designs edge-based technology utilizing a container architecture, which
enables customers to deliver tax solutions seamlessly at the point of need with
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increased scalability and simpli�ed management.

“We believe Tellutax edge technology will extend our leadership in the enterprise
market and accelerate our ecosystem expansion into next generation payment and
IoT platforms,” said Vertex president and CEO David DeStefano. “This acquisition
furthers our technology roadmap and hybrid cloud strategy, enabling us to serve
customers in an increasingly hyper-connected environment.”

Tellutax was founded in 2018 by two accomplished executives in tax automation
software. Tellutax CEO Eric Ruud was formerly a managing director at Thomson
Reuters, while Tellutax Chief Technology Of�cer (CTO) Eric Christian co-founded
Sabrix and led the design and development of its indirect tax software platform.
Sabrix was acquired by Thomson Reuters in 2009.

“Vertex is a global leader in indirect tax automation and has a proven track-record
across multiple generations of technology,” commented Christian. “We believe edge
computing will be the next generation of technology in our industry and we are
thrilled to help Vertex accelerate this transformation.”

Tellutax edge technology enables companies in all industries to bene�t from new
levels of performance and scalability by allowing large amounts of transaction data
to be processed where it is needed. The technology enables the optimization of tax
content by limiting only data needed for speci�c locations, ultimately accelerating
tax determination and reducing the footprint of the edge service.

“Both Ruud and Christian possess a deep knowledge of tax technology and a track
record of innovation. We are excited to add the functionality of edge computing
technology that Tellutax developed speci�cally for tax into our portfolio of
solutions,” added DeStefano. 
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